ABSTRACT Since the initial publication of Kelly et al.'s seminal paper on resource allocation in wired networks, many studies based on the cross-layer design philosophy have been conducted in both wired and wireless networks. The Lagrangian duality technique has been widely adopted to solve the cross-layer optimization problem, but it is slowly convergent and sensitive to the iterative step size, especially for large networks. In this paper, a joint congestion control and power allocation second-order algorithm (JCCPA) is proposed, in which the joint optimization problem is modeled as a network utility maximization (NUM) framework, and the primal-dual interior-point method is used to solve the NUM problem. The JCCPA updates the primal variables and dual variables simultaneously according to their Newton directions; as a result,resulting in a faster convergence speed is reached. Moreover, the matrix-splitting technology is utilized to decompose the computation of the Hessian matrix and its inverse into different nodes and links so that the distributed update of source rate and node power can be implemented. The simulation results demonstrate that the JCCPA not only significantly improves energy efficiency but also has a faster convergence speed and is insensitive to step size.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advantages of self-organization, low cost, and easy deployment, wireless multihop ad hoc networks are widely applied to expand network coverage and increase network capacity. To improve the network performance of wireless multihop ad hoc networks, cross-layer optimization schemes for resource allocation have received a great deal of attention. In order to allocate network resources appropriately, cross-layer optimization schemes break down the traditional layering architecture and capture the dependencies and interactions among five layers [1] .
In recent decades, great achievements have been made in cross-layer optimization algorithms for wireless multihop ad hoc networks [2] - [11] . Among these methods, the crosslayer optimization problem is usually modeled as a network utility maximization (NUM) framework and solved by the Lagrangian dual decomposition or subgradient methods [4] - [6] . For example, Eryilmaz and Srikant [4] investigated the joint scheduling, routing, and congestion control problem, adopted the primal-dual method to achieve fair resource allocation, and further used Lyapunov stability theory to prove the stability of the queue buffer. Zhang et al. [5] considered the joint congestion control and power control problem in wireless multihop networks. A power consumption cost function was introduced in the objective function, and the Lagrangian dual decomposition method was used to solve the optimization problem. Based on the physical interference model, Huang et al. [6] investigated the complex scene of multichannel and multiradio networks, and applied both Lagrangian dual decomposition and subgradient methods to achieve the optimization of joint congestion control, power, and channel allocation in wireless networks. These first-order approaches generally use ''price'', which is a dual multiplier, to form a feedback mechanism between the sources and the links, so that the algorithms can operate distributedly with the local information. However, this kind of solution has inherent defects, such as a slow convergence rate and the difficulty of selecting an appropriate iterative step size. Therefore, the second-order algorithm based on the interiorpoint method has emerged as an alternative approach to these problems in recent years [7] - [11] . Zymnis et al. [7] considered the flow control problem based on the premise that the flow route is predefined. The primal-dual interiorpoint method was utilized to achieve the iterative formulas of primal and dual variables, and the iterative directions of primal and dual variables were computed using Newton's method. The algorithm has a faster convergence rate; however, it is centralized, and the signaling overhead is disastrous, especially for large, dense networks. The difficulties associated with the distributed implementation of secondorder algorithms lie in taking the inverse of the Hessian matrix and other matrices in the iterative direction, which contain a wealth of global information and usually cannot be turned into solvable diagonal structures. To solve this problem, a distributed Newton method was proposed in [9] , which obtains approximate iterative directions of primal and dual variables and realizes the distributed variable updates. Unfortunately, the control strategy of iterative step size in [9] is rather complex in its implementation. Liu and Sherali [10] further considered the multipath routing problem based on [9] and designed a new distributed Newton method, which used the matrix-splitting approach to decompose the computation of the Hessian matrix and its inverse into source nodes and links. However, the results are approximate. In a recent work [11] , the authors developed an efficient second-order distributed algorithm based on the primal-dual interior-point method for joint congestion control and routing optimization. This algorithm considers the scenario in which each network node maintains an independent queue backlog, and it uses the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury matrix inversion formula to decompose the Hessian matrix and its inverse. The true solutions of the matrix inversion can be obtained through less information interaction, and a faster convergence speed is reached by updating the primal and dual Newton directions simultaneously. The algorithm in [11] goes a step further than the previous second-order algorithms, in which only the primal variable is updated in Newton direction.
As the above discussion indicates, the second-order resource allocation methods have been improved in some respects, but they are still largely an open problem. All existing second-order resource allocation methods for congestion control in wireless multihop ad hoc networks are based on the premise that the capacity domain is known and fixed and that even the optimization problem itself is a linear convex optimization problem. In fact, the capacity domain is usually dynamic due to the network resource allocation, channel variation, node mobility, and so on. The second-order algorithm presented here is designed to escape the bottleneck link in the network rather than allocate more power to the bottleneck link in order to establish a larger transmission link and transmit packets faster through the bottleneck link. Based on these problems, an excellent power control method should devote itself to allocating appropriate power to requisite links in order to increase the capacity of the bottleneck link, improve energy efficiency, and achieve a faster convergence rate. There are two critical hindrances to realizing this idea: identifying a way to find the bottleneck link and a way to stabilize the flow rate fluctuation in the network as a whole, which is caused by allocating the power to one link. This paper considers wireless ad hoc networks with node power constrained, such as wireless sensor networks, and examines the problems of joint congestion control and power allocation. An energy-efficient and fast convergent second-order algorithm based on the primal-dual interiorpoint method is proposed, and the completely distributed updating of the flow rate and link power is realized with the matrix-splitting method. The main differences between the proposed algorithm and the current state of the art and the most relevant contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We propose a distributed joint congestion control and power allocation second-order algorithm (JCCPA) in wireless multihop ad hoc networks for the first time, and demonstrate its convergence. This algorithm not only overcomes the slow convergence drawbacks of conventional first-order algorithm but also greatly improves the energy efficiency of the existing secondorder algorithms. 2) According to the optimization model with the dynamic channel capacity constraint, we propose a modified nonlinear system comprised of perturbed KKT (Karush-Kuhn-Tucher) conditions. Compared with the common nonlinear system in the existing second-order algorithm, the modified nonlinear system introduces a modified matrix defined by the dynamic channel capacity constraint, which is adaptive to different channel capacity models, and provides a pointcut for the studies on the second-order algorithm under the interferencelimited or multichannel networks. 3) We evaluate the proposed JCCPA through extensive
simulations. Simulation results demonstrate that the convergence speed of JCCPA is more than 30 times faster than that of the traditional first-order algorithm and JCCPA can improve the energy efficiency by 37.5% compared to the newest second-order algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model and formulate the optimization problem. The corresponding congestion control and power allocation policies are presented in Section III. The simulation results are discussed in Section IV, and a conclusion is provided in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a wireless ad hoc network with N nodes and N logical links. Let a graph G = {N , L} denote it, where |N | = N is the set of nodes, and |L| = L is the set of links, respectively. Tx (l) and Rx (l) are the transmitting and receiving nodes of link l, respectively. Let S denote the endto-end flow number and F = {f 1 , . . . , f s , . . . , f S } denote the set of flow rates and the cardinality of the sets F is |F| = F. For each flow s, a sequence of connected links l ∈ L (s) forms a route originating at the source node Src(s) and destined for the destination node Dst(s). Let D denote the nodes without output link. For convenience, we define a routing matrix R ∈ R L×S and a node-link matrix T ∈ R (N −D)×L after removing the nodes without output link. The entries (R) ls and (T) nl are defined as follows: (R) ls = 1, if l ∈ L (s) , 0, otherwise. and
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
All the channels are modeled by large-scale fading with path loss exponent α along with small-scale Rayleigh fading. The instantaneous received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at link l can be given as
, where p l denotes the transmit power of link l, and d l and h l represent the distance and channel coefficient of link l, respectively. We assume that |h l | 2 follows exponential distributions with mean equal to one [16] . For convenience, the noise power is normalized here. Therefore, the effective capacity of the logical link l can be modeled as
,where B is the channel bandwidth. As a result, in contrast to the aforementioned studies, data rates attainable on wireless links are not a fixed number C; instead, they are a nonlinear, nonconcave function of the transmit power and channel conditions.
In any timeslot, the total network flow traversing a link l cannot exceed its link capacity; that is, the channel capacity constraint 
C. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
As in the general NUM problem, we use the utility U (f s ) = log(f s ) [14] , which is proved twice continuously differentiable, nondecreasing, and strictly concave, to achieve congestion control and proportional fairness among the flows. By associating the objective and the constraints together, we have the following formulations:
Note that the above optimization problem contains real variables F and a nonlinear, nonconcave function of variables P, so it is a complex, nonlinear programming problem. The constraint (4) induces the nonconvex property, and the logtransformation [9] is adopted to transform the constraint into a linear one so that the centralized algorithm can be applied to achieve the global optimality of the proposed algorithm. However, in the centralized method, each node needs to notify the central node of all its state information, and the central node then needs to send the allocated results to all other nodes. This will lead to an immense communication overhead, which is expensive in terms of time and resources, so it is impractical, especially for a large network. To solve this problem, a completely distributed second-order algorithm is described in detail in the next section. 
III. JOINT CONGESTION CONTROL AND POWER ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
to group all the link-capacity and node-power (removing the nodes without output link) variables; 0 represents an all-zero matrix, whose dimension is determined based on the context; denotes the transpose of matrix. Therefore, constraints (1) and (2) can be compactly written as:
In order to solve the original problem, we first use the barrier method to transform the optimization problem into an unconstrained one. The reformulated problem can be written as:
The barrier objective functionf µ (y) is as follows:
wherê
and the barrier parameter µ > 0 is used to adjust the degree of approximation with the original optimization problem.
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The larger µ is, the closer the solution is to that of the original problem. Next, take the first derivative off µ (y) with respect to f s and p l respectively, and then set the results equal to zero. We thus obtain
where
based on (9) and (10), respec-
f s denotes the remaining capacity on link l, which reflects the use-cost of link l, and
p l indicates the remaining power of node n, which implies the power cost of node n. Thus, w l and ϕ n are regarded as link-congestion price and node-power price, respectively. Without loss of generality,
are defined to group all link-congestion prices, node-power prices and dual variables, respectively. Therefore, we obtain the following perturbed KKT system of reformulated optimization problem, which contains stationarity (ST), primal feasibility (PF), dual feasibility (DF) and perturbed complementary slackness (CS) conditions:
(PF):
where 1 represents an all-one matrix, whose dimension is determined from the context. By using Newton's method to solve the nonlinear system composed of the perturbed KKT conditions, we have
where g [t] = ∇f µ (y [t] ) and H [t] = ∇ 2 f µ (y [t] ) denote the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of f µ (y [t] ), respectively,
}, Diag{ * } indicate diagonalization, and I represents the unit matrix, whose dimension is determined from the context. We define this system a modified KKT system, where ∇e [t] , ∇ 2 e [t] are modified matrices decided by the dynamic channel capacity constraint, so the system is adaptive to different channel capacity models. When the static channel capacity model (i.e. channel capacity is a constant) is adopted, the modified matrices ∇e [t] and ∇ 2 e [t] become full zero matrices, and the modified KKT system is reduced to the general KKT system (such as the KKT system in [11] ). The modified KKT system is more inclusive.
According to (15) , the primal Newton direction y [t] and the dual Newton direction λ [t] can be calculated easily:
Then, with y [t] and λ [t] , the primal variable y and dual variable λ can be iteratively updated according to the following equations:
where π [t] is a step size. Thus far, we have obtained the update method for the primal variable y and the dual variable λ. But note that the inverse operations of matrices F [t] and G [t] in (16) and (17), respectively, need to collect global information such as flow rate, link power, and channel state information for the entire network; thus, only a centralized computation can be applied here. Unfortunately, the signaling overhead grows with the network size in a centralized computation pattern. Therefore, we need to further decouple these parameters so that we can update them distributedly.
A. DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION PROCEDURE
We first consider dual-variable updating with a full Newton step, that is,
. By substituting (17) into the aforementioned equation and simplifying it, we havẽ
According to (15), we can then obtain
By combining the above equation with (21), the primal and dual Newton directions in (16) and (17) can be alternatively computed as follows:
1) DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION OF THE PRIMAL NEWTON DIRECTION
In order to decouple the variables in (22),
−1 first needs to be solved in a distributed manner. According to (8) and (4), we have the following (for simplicity, we omit time-slot indexes ''t'' in the next part):
where U (f s ) and U (f s ) are the first and second derivatives of the utility function, respectively, and
where C l and C l represent the first and second derivatives of the channel capacity function with respect to power p l , respectively. Therefore,
) can be expressed as the follow-
, where
, ∀s}, [t] , ∀l}. S [t] and P [t] are both diagonal matrices, so it is easy to compute their own inverse matrices:
Finally, the inverse matrix of (H [t] − ∇ 2 e [t] ) can be written as
.
By substituting the above result into (22), we can obtain distributed update formulas for the Newton directions of the flow rate and link power, respectively:
2) DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION OF THE DUAL NEWTON DIRECTION
The limitation of distributed computing of the dual variables in (21) is that G −1
[t] requires global information. To solve this problem, we first transform (21) into the following linear equation, which can be solved with the matrix-splitting method [15] :
Matrix splitting is a common way to solve linear equations in an iterative method, so we use it to decompose G [t] . As a result, we only need to invert a diagonal matrix in the calculation process ofλ [t+1] .
The matrix-splitting method can be simply summarized as follows. Consider a consistent linear equation system Fz = d, where F ∈ R n×n is a nonsingular matrix and z, d ∈ R n . Suppose that F is split into a nonsingular matrix F 1 and VOLUME 7, 2019 another matrix F 2 according to F = F 1 − F 2 . Let z 0 be an arbitrary starting vector. Then, a sequence of approximate solutions can be generated using the following iterative scheme:
Generally, F 1 should be an easily invertible matrix (e.g., a diagonal matrix). It can be shown that this iterative method is convergent to the unique solution z = F
where [t] = Diag{G [t] } is a diagonal matrix having the same main diagonal of G [t] , [ 
Andλ k+1
[t+1] converges to the solutioñ
To prove Theorem 1 holds, we need to prove that ρ(
To do so, we first introduce the two following lemmas, which will be used in the proof:
Lemma 1: Suppose that F is a real symmetric matrix. If both matrices F 1 − F 2 and F 1 + F 2 are positive definite, then ρ(F −1 1 F 2 ) < 1. Lemma 2: If a symmetric matrix Q is strictly diagonally dominant, that is, Q ii > i =j Q ij , and if Q ii > 0 for all i, then Q is positive definite.
Convergence proof for Theorem 1:
Step (1): To prove that G [t] is a real symmetric matrix. Expanding G [t] according to (19), we have
e [t] − My [t] .
The second item in the above formula:
where the matrices C rest ∈ R L×1 and P rest ∈ R (N −D)×1 are the 1st to Lth item and the (L + 1) th item to the (L + N − D) th item of (e [t] −My [t] ), respectively, C rest denotes the remaining capacity of each link, and P rest denotes the remaining power of each node. Obviously, G [t] is a real symmetric matrix.
Step (2): To prove that G [t] is positive definite. Because the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix H [t] are positive, so it is a positive definite matrix. Similarly, the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix −∇ 2 e [t] are nonnegative (because the second-order derivative of the channel capacity function (4) 
Therefore, we can find that
positive definite. Simultaneously, the diagonal matrix
is strictly diagonally dominant. From Lemma 2, it is a positive definite matrix. As a conclusion,
is also positive definite.
Step (3): To prove that
holds. First, G [t] is positive definite. Hence,
is positive definite. Next, we take
into consideration. All diagonal entries in [t] are positive, so [t] is positive definite. On the other hand, the definitions of¯ [t] and [t] indicate that the entries of each row in )) < 1 holds, and the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. Associating Theorem 1 with the expanded structure of matrix G [t] , we can obtain the distributed calculation formula of link-congestion pricew and node-power priceφ at a time slot as follows (for convenience, the time-slot indexes are omitted; for each equation, the variables on the left of the equals sign represent the values at the (t + 1) th time-slot and the variables on the right are those at the t th time-slot):
As (29) and (30) indicate, all the information needed during the update process comes from the node itself and its one-hop neighbors. Finally, according to (23) and (30), the Newton directions of link-congestion price and node-power price are updated as follows:
(32)
B. THE IMPLEMENTATION STEP OF JCCPA
It is worth noting that JCCPA does not require strict feasibility of initial values. For cases in which the iteration result exceeds the network resource limit, according to (12) and (13) in the perturbed KKT conditions, we first obtain the following feasible set of original and dual variables:
, where the constant ε > 0 can be made arbitrarily close to zero and the constant M > 0 is used to restrain the bursty. We then use the set projection [13] to adjust the results. The main idea of set projection is that when the iterative point exceeds the defined convex set during the iterative process, a point within the set nearest to that point is found to replace the current iteration point, that is, Minimize x∈S 1 2 y − x 2 . In the defined convex set S, a point x, which minimizes the 2-norm value (i.e., distance) of the difference between the original iteration value and the current iteration value, is chosen to be the new iteration point. The following is a simple description of the projection process:
where ( * ) S M ε represents the projection result of (y, λ) on the set S M ε .
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Thus far, the distributed implementation of JCCPA can be described as follows: 1) Initialization phase: Initialize all flow source rates f s, [0] and link power p l, [0] , as well as link congestion price w l, [0] and node power price ϕ n, [0] , and select the update step size π ∈ (0, 1]. 2) Distributed update of link-congestion price and nodepower price: At time-slot t, each node updates the linkcongestion pricew [t+1] and node-power priceφ [t+1] in full Newton step size according to (29) 
C. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we discuss the convergence property of JCCPA. Consider the Lyapunov drift function V y [t] ,
, which denotes the distance between the primal dual variable pair(y [t] , λ [t] )and the perturbed KKT point(y * , λ * ). According to the update equations for the primal and dual variables and perturbed KKT conditions and combining with the derivation in [11] , the Lyapunov drift rate in one time slot can be derived as
where B 1 = λ min {H} λ min {F} and λ min {F} =inf t λ min F [t] are all positive numbers independent of µ. The detailed proof is provided in Appendix A.
When
whereB =υB 2 + B 3 + B 4 and υ is a positive constant.
Omitting the Lyapunov drift results from time slot 0 to T − 1,
we can obtain
Dividing both sides by T B 1 and letting T → ∞, we then have
whereB 2 =B B 1 . Finally, according to the norm triangle inequality, taking the relationship between 1-norm and 2-norm into consideration, we can obtain
Thus far, we have shown that the primal variable will converge to within a very small neighborhood of the optimal value when µ → ∞.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results to illustrate the performance of JCCPA. We also compare JCCPA with the first-order algorithm and other second-order algorithms. In our simulation, we consider a wireless multihop network as shown in Figure 1 . In this network, 15 nodes are randomly generated in a 700m × 700m region. The node n1 is a gateway node, and the remaining nodes are source nodes. There are 14 flows in the network, and they converge to the gateway node and leave the network eventually. Under the same network resource configuration, the convergence rate of the proposed second-order algorithm is first compared with that of the first-order Lagrange dual decomposition algorithm [6] , which optimizes the same problem and achieves almost the same utility as JCCPA. The network utility and energy efficiency of JCCPA are further compared with those of the newest second-order algorithms in [9] and [11] . Simulation parameter settings are as follows. The primal and dual variables' iteration step size π = 0.5. The initialized flow rates are all 0.5Mbps, and the initialized normalized transmit power of each link is 1.8. The maximal node power is 3. The logical topology is shown in Figure 1 . The allocated flow rates after optimization are labeled beside each source node. Figure 2 compares the convergence performance among the Lagrangian dual decomposition algorithm under different iterative step sizes (s1 = 0.001, s2 = 0.005, s3 = 0.01, and s4 = 0.03), the proposed centralized and distributed algorithms. As Figure 2 shows, the convergence rate of the Lagrangian algorithm becomes increasingly fast with the increase of iterative step size, and it finally converges to the optimum at the 1500th iteration. The proposed second-order algorithm achieves the same effects at about the 18th iteration. Figure 3 further shows the convergence performance of JCCPA under different iterative step sizes (s1 = 0.1, s2 = 0.2, s3 = 0.3, s4 = 0.5, s5 = 0.7, and s6 = 0.9). The convergence speed of JCCPA becomes slower when the step size becomes smaller. However, the slowest convergence speed is guaranteed in 30th iteration. JCCPA is fast convergent as long as the step size is within the defined interval. As for the Lagrangian VOLUME 7, 2019 algorithm, iteration step size is generally ambiguous, and not in a range interval, so that this selection is opportunistic and hard to find a best step size just once. It is therefore clear that although the two algorithms can converge to the same optimum, JCCPA is insensitive to the selection of step size and its convergence speed is more than 30 times faster than that of the Lagrangian algorithm. Figure 4 compares the network utility of JCCPA with the second-order algorithm without consideration of power allocation in [9] and [11] . Figure 5 plots the energy utility curves. In the simulation, the node-power constraint for JCCPA is p n = 3. JCCPA adjusts the flow rate allocation according to the congestion condition. Link flow rate further influences the transmit power allocation, and transmit power determines the link capacity and congestion condition. Notably, in the link-capacity model, the received SNR definitely depends on the transmit power on the link itself, regardless of the interlink interference. Because the node power in [9] and [11] is always the maximum, each link capacity is keeping the maximum free in the context of interference. Under the constraint of a bottleneck link in the uplink transmission, as shown in Figure 4 , the two algorithms arrive at the same network utility. However, a fixed power distribution strategy induces large power waste, and conversely, an adaptive power distribution strategy adjusts the node power on demand, reduces not only power consumption but also interlink interference, and tailors the capacity to the need. As the above discussion suggests, we can see from Figure 5 that the energy efficiency of JCCPA is 37.5% higher than the algorithm without consideration of power allocation.
V. CONCLUSION
The first-order algorithms for cross-layer resource optimization allocation in wireless multihop ad hoc networks have been the subject of a great deal of research. In order to improve the convergence rate of the first-order algorithms, a centralized second-order optimization algorithm for joint congestion control, rate allocation, and power allocation based on the primal-dual interior-point method is designed in the case that the network node power is limited and the routing is known. Based on this, matrix-splitting technology is further used to achieve the distributed implementation of the algorithm. The simulation results show that the convergence speed of the algorithm is several tens of times faster than the first-order Lagrangian algorithm. Simultaneously, compared to the newest second-order algorithm, the algorithm improves energy efficiency by 37.5%.
APPENDIX A LYAPUNOV DRIFT RATE IN ONE TIME SLOT
In order to facilitate the derivation of one-slot Lyapunov drift rate, we first prove the following lemma.
Theorem 1: In the proposed algorithm, for a given µ,
Proof: Use mathematical induction to prove Theorem 1. [t] (i.e., taking a full Newton step π = 1). According to the updating formula (21), we havẽ
then, we get M − ∇e [t] . According to the norm triangle inequality, the second and third inequalities also hold.
Because g [t] is continuous, the spectral radius ρ H [t] is bounded. Similarly, because the elements in y [t] are all positive numbers and bounded, the elements in ∇e [t] and diagonal matrix −∇ 2 e [t] are all bounded nonnegative numbers. Matrix M is a constant matrix representing network topology information. Hence, λ
−1 M − ∇e [t] must be finite. At the same time, due to the projection on a set, y [t] and λ [t] are strictly bounded away from zero, so g [t] and λ −1
[t] 1 are bounded. Hence, λ [t+1] < ∞ holds. Finally, note that, according to the norm triangle inequality,
In summary, we conclude that λ [t+1] < ∞. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. In order to prove the convergence of JCCPA, we need to analyze the Lyapunov drift rate of a time slot.
The Lyapunov drift function is defined as follows:
which represents the distance between the primal-dual iterate (y [t] , λ [t] ) and the perturbed KKT point (y * , λ * ). Therefore, the one-slot Lyapunov drift V y [t] , λ [t] can be described as follows:
Next, we discuss (38) and (39), respectively.
(41) Based on perturbed KKT conditions (11) and (14), we have:
For (42), we have
where λ min {F} = inf t λ min F [t] denotes the lower bound of the smallest eigenvalue in all time slots of F [t] . By analogy, the eigenvalue of other matrices can be defined in the same way.
In order to obtain the bound of y [t] − y * g [t] − g * , we first obtain the following results according to the Taylor Mean-Value Theorem: f µ y [ [t] λ [t] are all diagonal matrices. Some diagonal elements in H [t] tend to be infinite with µ → ∞, and the rest are independent of µ. ∇ 2 e [t] , Q −1
[t] λ [t] , and M − ∇e [t] are independent of µ, so both λ min {H} and λ min {F} are independent of µ. That is to say, the value of B 1 is also independent of µ.
We now discuss the term in (43). The numerator and denominator are multiplied by Q [ 
The upper bound of (38) has been found. Next, we discuss the upper bound of (41).
According to the norm triangle inequality and the perturbed KKT conditions (11) and (14) ≤ −
